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Contact Tracing Is Needed To Stop The Spread Of Covid-19. Smart Tech Can Help.

Current events have put an enormous strain on state and local governments. Frontline healthcare workers fight the COVID-19 

pandemic directly. State and local health department are also building contact tracing operations, to help track and isolate new 

cases as they arise.

This process can be fraught with complexity, especially if the workforce operations are isolated in remote locations. However, 

effective data management will be critical to the overall battle against COVID-19.

Speed is especially important for governments looking to set up rapid response contact tracing efforts. We partner with Twilio and 

Amazon to offer quick deployment of virtual contact centers, along with ongoing optimization of virtual workforces. Contact tracing 

operations rely on fast and safe operations. We can help ensure your virtual contact center handles the increased demand.

Deploying WFO For Contact Tracing

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention notes that adoption of emerging technologies can assist public and private  

health practitioners in the COVID-19 fight. Workforce optimization solutions, like the Calabrio ONE suite, can automate much  

of the contact tracing and unemployment claim processing—allowing state and local governments to focus on the health needs of 

their citizens.

It also enables agents and managers to continue a WFH model in the cloud, to ensure employee safety as tracing increases.
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/open-america/contact-tracing.html
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SOLVING CONTACT TRACING SETUP CHALLENGES.
Using a WFO solution for contact tracing helps address some of the major startup challenges for any state 

or local government:

Consolidating Contact Tracing Efforts

Contact center agents are vital for any governmental contact tracing effort. Agents talk to people who have tested positive for 

COVID-19, compile lists of additional people in direct contact with the patient and contact those people to suggest self-quarantine. 

Workforce optimization platforms can help respond to the increased demand for contact tracing efforts, while limiting the risk of 

further exposure.

Advanced call recording options allow governments to focus on call quality, including 

prescriptive insights based on crisis-relevant words and phrases.

Rapid deployment allows governments to start tracing within days. Time is vital in 

any contact tracing effort.

Schedule automation helps governments hire and manage many contact tracers in a 

short time period. No need to manually schedule your new field of tracers.

Predictive quality evaluations allow governments to capture all interactions and 

quickly evaluate them for further tracing needs.

A highly-scalable, adaptive virtual contact center allows for greater flexibility in 

handling calls in different languages. Contact tracing efforts require the participation 

of all people, regardless of their native language.
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Respond Quickly, Minimize Risk

• Respond to real-time increases in demand: 

 – Governments can quickly react to surges or ebbs in COVID-19 exposure interaction volumes through dynamic 
intraday scheduling tools, including added overtime and vacation-time-off functionality.

 – Create and fill overtime opportunities and additional hours in real time to ensure volatile demand is met by 
contact center staff. 

• Minimize exposure risk

 – Governments can limit additional exposure for their agents by tracking new cases and leveraging  
historical schedules.

 – Review by team or by contact center who was scheduled to work at the same time as someone who has  
tested positive. This can help identify who may have had exposure within the center.   

• Increase staffing flexibility

 – Governments can place the maximum number of resources where they are needed most. Calabrio ONE 
functionality allows contact centers to cut the number of people scheduled in any one office—50% of their 
capacity, for example— and have the other 50% working from home to minimize contact.

• Get agents trained quickly

 – Governments are rapidly adding new agents to handle call volumes from COVID-19 cases. Training these agents 
may be challenging in a shortened time frame, but tools like Speech Analytics can help managers show common 
terms for new agents to follow.

• Connect the dots with custom metadata

 – Governments can bridge gaps between call center interactions and other systems using custom metadata that can 
be attached to the contact (call, chat, email), while it is being recorded, imported or processed. 

 – Case IDs, account numbers, or any other unique identifiers used across systems can easily be attached to the 
contact for use with analytics and reporting.

Check out this case study for an example on fast agent training and predictive quality management. For governments needing fast 

and accurate contact tracing needs, predictive QM is vital.

Using Analytics To Respond To Crises

The core of analytics is trying to understand all the interactions that agents have with your customers. In times of crisis, this is 

especially important. Based on questions and responses we received in a customer-facing webinar, we’ve collected some questions 

on how best to use analytics in crisis management.

Whether you are just trying to understand the different elements of a crisis, responding directly to COVID-related issues or 

highlighting specific themes down to the agent level, analytics can help clarify your strategy.

Download our free Q&A tipsheet on analytics in crisis response here, and watch an on-demand webinar focused on crisis 

management here.

https://www.calabrio.com/resource-center/customer-success-stories/radial-analytics-program-calabrio-one/
https://www.calabrio.com/resource-center/collateral/using-analytics-to-manage-and-respond-to-crisis/
https://info.calabrio.com/analytics-to-respond-to-crisis/

